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Conspiracy Beliefs: 

Knowledge, Ego-Defense, and Social Integration in the Processing of Fake News 

Fake news must not be difficult to come across because it took me six minutes to find this 

quote: 

It has been 15 months since a senior CDC scientist, Dr. William Thompson, became a 

whistleblower when he admitted that a 2004 CDC study was falsified in order to show 

that there was no link between the MMR vaccine and autism. In August of 2014 Dr. 

Thompson stated, “I regret that my coauthors and I omitted statistically significant 

information in our 2004 article published in the Journal of Pediatrics.” 

Folks, we have a whistleblower at the CDC who has admitted, under oath that the CDC 

falsified data in order to deny a link between vaccinations and autism.  Furthermore, Dr. 

Thompson has stated that senior CDC researchers tried to destroy all documents related 

to this cover-up.  Dr. Thompson has saved these documents.  It is nearly 15 months later 

and nothing has happened. (https://healthimpactnews.com/2015/cdc-cover-up-of-autism-

and-vaccine-link-continues/) 

 

Should we really believe that there is evidence that the MMR (Measles, Mumps, and 

Rubella) vaccine causes autism and also that this evidence has been covered up? Conspiracy 

beliefs such as those promoted in “fake news” set a double bind in which we are told to both (a) 

believe the information on the basis of evidence and (b) be satisfied with imperfect verification 

because the evidence has been covered up. Because of this double bind, conspiracy theories 

propose a pseudoreality that is plausible or nearly scientific while retaining the appeal of magical 

thinking and anticipating that the truth may never come to light. The model I present in this 

chapter describes how such conspiratorial arguments and related misinformation acquire 

plausibility and unfalsifiability in relation to the needs for knowledge, ego defense, and social 

integration. The knowledge motivation is the goal to form accurate and complete representations 

of the world. The ego defense motivation is the goal to defend the self from unpleasant 

emotional feelings such as fear. The social integration motivation is the goal to get along with 

and be valued by other people. 

https://healthimpactnews.com/2015/cdc-cover-up-of-autism-and-vaccine-link-continues/
https://healthimpactnews.com/2015/cdc-cover-up-of-autism-and-vaccine-link-continues/
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I first classify beliefs in terms of verifiability and place conspiracy beliefs and theories on 

this verifiability continuum. I then proceed to review how conspiracy theories and other 

propositions common in fake news connect with (a) the need for knowledge, (b) the need for ego 

defense, and (c) the need for social integration. If only one of these motivations was implicated, 

these beliefs would probably not be nearly as seductive. However, conspiracy theories allow 

news recipients to “have their cake and eat it too” by feeling “informed” while also indulging in 

convenient lies that appeal to their ego or keep them socially connected at the expense of 

accuracy. The framework guiding the chapter appears in Figure 1. 

Belief Verifiability 

Beliefs can be (a) verifiable or (b) unverifiable. The verifiable end includes propositions 

based on direct observation through the senses and the scientific method. Scientific groups, for 

example, are bound together by a shared, explicit method of verification. Investigative 

journalism has similar principles in areas of political, educational, or financial concern. Within 

verifiable beliefs, misconception refers to a belief that is purported to be correct but has no 

correspondence with reality (Chan, Jones, & Albarracín, 2017). Many misconceptions are at the 

center of social groups (e.g., “anti-vaxers”) that reinforce the misconceptions. A theory is an 

organized set of assumptions that guide predictions about reality in a systematic way. Scientific 

theories use the scientific method of systematic observation, obtaining replications of the 

observations, comparing conditions, and debating conclusions in the open.  

The unverifiable end includes (a) conspiratorial theories and (b) religious theories that 

involve nonsystematic and indirect forms of evidence gathering. A conspiracy theory of the type 

that abounds in fake news is a structure of beliefs stating that powerful hidden forces are 

responsible for events covered up by these forces (Douglas, Sutton, Jolley, & Wood, 2015; 
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Enster, 1999; Groh, 1987; Pratt, 2003; van Prooijen & Krouwel, 2015). Conspiracy theories have 

devices that inoculate members against potential attacks, namely instilling distrust in information 

coming from external sources. These belief structures are strong and resistant to verification. 

 Religious beliefs are supported by a supernatural entity and can have either a weak 

structure or a strong structure. Weak systems have several interrelated beliefs but are typically 

simpler and/or less organized, and lack mechanisms to block disconfirming information. For 

example, universalism describes a number of “new age” beliefs, paganism, and tribal religions in 

which the universe or the earth are the deity. Universalism also involves systems in which God is 

perceived to be in all objects, or in all people. Universalist systems are generally loose and do 

not exist as a written code of behavior, nor do they prescribe all outside beliefs to be wrong.  

Strong religious systems, such as sects are off shoots from a larger religious system and 

emphasize the unique legitimacy of the group’s beliefs and practices (Meagher & O’Brien, 

1979). Sects maintain firm boundaries with the rest of society and the larger group from which 

the sect is separated. The Boko Haram group in Nigeria is an example of a sect because it 

defined itself as a dissident group, rejected traditional education, and increased secrecy and 

reliance on privileged knowledge. Second, fundamentalism entails strict and literal adherence to 

religious texts. For example, Billy Graham’s Evangelistic Association supports a literal 

interpretation of the bible (e.g., the story of creation) through a mass media empire. Islamic 

extremism is of course common as well. Examples include the Kharijites from the 7th century 

and the Wahhabi fundamentalism presumably promoted by Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, and Qatar 

(Braswell, 2000; Delong-Bas, 2008; Huff, 1995; Nasir, 2009). All of these belief systems are 

strong in terms of unverifiability because they involve revealed truths but also discourage 

followers from seeking change. 
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Verifiability Continuum and Human Motivations 

 The verifiability continuum appears in Figure 1 and provides an interesting framework to 

understand how beliefs can serve different types of motivations. On the left end, the most 

verifiable beliefs serve primarily a knowledge function because they can be aligned with reality. 

On the right end, the least verifiable beliefs should serve primarily social-integration functions 

because we need others to tell us stories about secret or spiritual worlds. At the center, both 

verifiable and unverifiable beliefs serve ego-defense functions, the verifiable because of the 

action-control functions of the ego (i.e., the need for effective action and outcome control) and 

the unverifiable because of purely defensive functions of the ego. Verifiable beliefs benefit 

action control when navigating reality, and unverifiable ones sustain us in our convenient 

illusions.  

Given the considerations in Figure 1, conspiracy theories may serve any of these funtions 

and are located, as we suggest, at the midpoint between verifiability and unverifiability. They are 

close enough to verifiability to be plausible, but also unfalsifiable enough to be unverifiable. In 

an analysis of tweets with vaccination contents, we (Palmer & Albarracin, 2018) classified the 

tweets in terms of anti- and pro-vaccination across two domains: MMR and HPV (Human 

Papilloma Virus) vaccines. As shown, the level of scientific content was quite prevalent and only 

slightly less so in the anti- than pro-vaccine posts. These data are presented in Table 1 and 

indicate that some conspiracy theories are argued in a way that makes them appear scientifically 

plausible, and thus closer to the left end of verifiability in Figure 1. At the same time, however, 

the prevalence of contents denouncing a cover up demonstrate that “anti-vax” contents were also 

unverifiable because belief of a cover up removes an audience’s ability to judge information. The 
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subterfuge is to place conspiratorial messages in limbo by making them both verifiable and 

unverifiable at the same time. 

INSERT TABLE 1 

 We gathered additional data showing that conspiracy theories are different from true 

conspiracies in both plausibility and unfalsifiability. In a series of studies, we asked participants 

to rate the theories, some true, some false, by judging their beliefs, as well as the perceived 

plausibility and unfalsifiability of each theory. The false theories included: 

1. Barak Obama was not born in the US; he faked his birth certificate to become president 

(Politico, 2011). 

2. Illegal immigrants voting illegally prevented Republicans from winning the popular vote 

in 2016 (Business Insider, 2018). 

3. The US government created the HIV epidemic by experimentally injecting the virus in 

people of African descent (Heller, 2015). 

4. The MMR vaccine causes autism but this has been covered up by the US government 

(Eggertson, 2010). 

5. Hillary Clinton ran a pizza-parlor child-sex ring in Washington, DC (Rolling Stone, 

2017). 

6. Lizard aliens hybridized with humans who now occupy positions of power 

(goo.gl/T79SzH). 

Each of these theories had a true counterpart. For example, the pizza-parlor theory has Clinton 

using her private server for classified communications as its corresponding true event. Overall, 

although there was great variability in belief in the presented theories, participants believed in 

true theories more than false ones. Furthermore, we were able to study the correlations of beliefs 
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with plausibility and unfalsifiability. Plausibility was defined as understanding why the type of 

situation would happen and remembering other historical examples of the situation. 

Unfalsifiability was defined as belief that contradictory evidence was the product of a cover up 

or was false. Analyses showed overall healthy associations of beliefs with each dimension, 

although unfalsifiability correlated more positively with beliefs in conspiracies theories than with 

other beliefs. As predicted from the fact that conspiratorial beliefs are partly verifiable and partly 

unverifiable, both dimensions were important. 

In the upcoming sections, I explain how conspiracy theories are sustained by the 

knowledge, ego defense, and social integration motives. Consider first the importance of the 

knowledge motivation. We build theories because they are useful explanations of our 

observations about reality. The stars in the sky have held a strong grip on lay people, 

philosophers, and scientists, all of whom have attempted to explain disconcerting observations: 

Astronomical objects disappearing, growing larger, changing the way in which they move, etc. 

“Retrograde movement,” for example, is the observation that planets occasionally appear to 

move backwards in the firmament. Ptolomeo had to create an elaborate explanation of retrograde 

movement because his model asserted that planets and stars move forward around the earth. His 

explanation involved a complicated arrangement of circles, in which a planet would rotate 

around the earth following a circular orbit. At some point, however, the planet would enter a 

small loop before resuming its trajectory around the main orbit. In entering this loop, the planet, 

which was always moving forward, would “appear” to be moving backwards when somebody 

observed it from earth.  

Complicated explanatory models like Ptolomeo’s are often abandoned in favor of a more 

parsimonious explanation. A case in point is Copernicus’s explanation of retrograde movement. 
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He revolutionized the scientific and religious understanding of the universe by proposing that the 

earth orbits around the sun. The velocity of rotation and the orbits themselves, however, differ, 

creating the illusion of retrograde movement as the earth moves at a faster speed than other 

bodies. In this case, a more straightforward explanation replaced the prior one. 

Of course, Ptolomeo’s theory was a perfectly useful explanation of the movement of 

celestial bodies in the sky. Explaining why the theory was replaced even though it was useful 

and well accepted socially requires a consideration of the concept termed epistemic motivation 

(Kruglanski, 1989, 1990; Kruglanski, Dechesne, Orehek, & Pierro, 2009; Kruglanski, Orehek, 

Dechesne, & Pierro, 2010), which many others have labeled as accuracy motivation (Hart et al., 

2009). According to the concept, humans seek knowledge for the sake of knowledge, even if it 

has no practical use. The knowledge motivation is at the basis of both accurate beliefs and 

misconceptions. Knowledge motivation seems more appropriate a term than accuracy motivation 

because knowledge and information span the spectrum from inaccurate to accurate. The New 

York Times writer William Davies (2016) titled a description of the 2016 presidential campaign 

in the US as “The age of post-truth politics.” In his view, the tendency to represent society in 

terms of facts began with the introduction of accounting at the end of the medieval age. Before 

that time, however, facts were not as important because knowledge and truth were revealed in 

nonliteral fashion which superseded the more trivial realm of facts. 

In addition to knowledge, we are driven by ego-defense motivation, which is the goal to 

defend the self from unpleasant feelings, such as the disappointment, shame, or sadness that may 

arise from behaving in incompetent or socially reproachable ways. A vast literature centered on 

self-enhancement and motivated reasoning suggests that people accommodate their beliefs to 

their psychological need of self-enhancement (Baumeister, 1997; Eagly & Chaiken, in press; 
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Kunda, 1990; Tesser, 2001). For example, they self-defend by rejecting or modifying 

information that diminishes their perceived self-worth. But the ego is also concerned with action 

and adaptation to reality. From that point of view, the motivation to act also balances the 

motivation to know, such as when we are forced to make decisions with necessarily incomplete 

information. 

The knowledge and ego-defense needs trigger goals that set several critical psychological 

processes in motion, including bringing concepts into focus, employing rudimentary reasoning 

tools like heuristics and mindsets, and deploying more effortful analysis of information. In turn, 

progress through these stages depends on the level of confidence people seek, or what Shelly 

Chaiken (see Chaiken & Maheswaran, 1994; Chen & Chaiken, 1999; Chen, Duckworth, & 

Chaiken, 1999) termed “confidence thresholds.” A relatively low desired level of confidence 

should lead to concept activation and rudimentary reasoning processes. A higher level of desired 

confidence will cause people to engage in deeper analytical reasoning until actual confidence 

reaches the desired confidence threshold. 

Confidence thresholds are important for both knowledge and ego-defense motivation. 

People who seek to gain a thorough understanding of a problem will first activate concepts and 

attempt to apply heuristics. If the heuristics satisfy their desired level of confidence, people are 

likely to arrive at a judgment based on the heuristic. In contrast, if the desired level of confidence 

is not met, people are likely to continue with more effortful analysis of information, ending when 

they reach their desired confidence threshold. Even though these mechanisms follow from both 

knowledge and ego-defense motivation, additional processing has different effects depending on 

the motivation type. When knowledge is sought, higher processing produces a more complete, 
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unbiased understanding. However, when ego-defense is sought, higher processing simply 

rationalizes a desired conclusion.  

 People also strive to be integrated socially, and this need also influences their beliefs. For 

example, believing that our ancestors protect us from the afterlife may strengthen our ego but 

also may give us a spiritual form of social integration. Moreover, many conspiracy beliefs, and 

most scientific beliefs, create automatic social connections with a community of fellow believers.  

Conspiracy Theories and Need for Knowledge 

 Understanding reality involves constructing knowledge and making judgments that are 

inherently subjective. Knowledge is what we believe to exist independently of ourselves: We 

write with the certainty that the keyboard in front of us exists, and we are similarly certain that 

we need the correct password to gain access to our computer. In addition to this knowledge, we 

can make judgments with awareness that they are subjective. Beliefs in God or beliefs quitting 

smoking is healthy are examples. These beliefs position each person in relation to others but do 

not describe reality or the absolute probability that a statement is true.  

Knowledge, beliefs, and attitudes play a number of key roles, including representing 

reality, understanding objective features of the world, and comparing those features with 

subjective standards. For example, a carpenter may measure a future table top as having a 3-foot 

diameter. Whether 3 feet is large or small, however, cannot be ascertained with a tape measure. 

Rather, it involves an observer equipped with a mental standard making a judgment that is likely 

to differ from that of others. Naturally, correct representations of reality allow us to navigate the 

world outside of ourselves. In this context, the convenience of having beliefs is less clear and 

brings us to an important point: We form beliefs when we need to predict the unknown to realize 

a goal (“I believe that Mary will attend the conference so I will try to set up a time to talk with 
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her then”). We are looking for an approximation that will allow us to act and pursue goals with 

the recognition that we lack exact knowledge in a particular case. Attitudes allow us to 

understand that a house cat is safer than a lion, that certain objects are edible whereas others are 

not, and that some people will reward us whereas others will punish us. 

 But do conspiracy theories also facilitate our understanding of the world? Yes, 

considerable research suggests that this is the case. There are three predictors of conspiracy 

theories that point to that conclusion, including (a) the tendency to perceive patterns, (b) 

uncertainty, and (c) the need to reduce uncertainty. 

 Tendency to perceive patterns. Tying the dots when no clear map exists is an important 

characteristic of conspiracy theories. Thus, factors such as the tendency to perceive patterns has 

received the attention of researchers. For example, research by Moulding et al. (2016) included 

various measures of conspiracy theories as well as the Intolerance for Uncertainty Scale (Buhr & 

Dugas, 2002) and the Need for Cognitive Closure (Webster & Kruglanski, 1994). This study also 

measured the tendency to perceive a pattern of social relations and just distribution of pain. 

Specifically, the authors included the World Assumptions Scale (WAS; Janoff-Bulman, 1989), 

which, among other dimensions, assesses perceptions of randomness (“bad events are distributed 

to people at random”). The measures of belief in conspiracy theories included the Belief in 

Conspiracy Theories Inventory (Swami, Chamorro-Premuzic, & Furnham, 2010). This scale 

involves 1 (completely false) to 10 (completely true) ratings of such items as “The Apollo moon 

landings never happened and were staged in a Hollywood film studio”. The study also included 

several other conspiratorial measures, all of which had moderate positive correlations with need 

for closure and the tendency to perceive patterns. More recent research has reached similar 
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conclusions (Van der Wal, R., Sutton, R. M., Lange, J., & Braga, 2018; Van Prooijen, J.-W., 

Douglas, K., & De Inocencio, 2018) 

Uncertainty. Conspiracy theories serve a knowledge function because they allow people 

to perceive the world as organized and predictable (Bale, 2007; Clarke, 2002; Hofstadter, 1964; 

Miller, 2002; van Prooijen & Jostmann, 2013). Although any form of explanation serves the 

knowledge function, conspiracy theories excel in this function because of their monolithic 

system structure. This type of structure, which I term “strong system”, renders a set of 

explanations unfalsifiable by casting doubt on any evidence against the theory. For example, the 

theory that alien lizards occupy powerful positions on earth contains mechanisms of evidence 

invalidation by which aliens are able to shape shift and cover up any evidence about their 

existence. This mechanism introduces suspicion concerning any data offered by potential  

debunkers of the theory and thus prioritize the validity of the conspiratorial advocacy. 

 Psychologically, uncertainty is defined as a feeling of doubt, which is generally assumed 

to be at least mildly unpleasant (Wichman et al., 2010). Uncertainty is produced by a discrepancy 

between the actual level of understanding of an event or phenomenon and the desired level of 

understanding (Park, 2010). Work conducted by van Prooijen and Jostmann (2013) revealed how 

uncertainty propels belief in conspiracy theories without affecting other beliefs. In the first 

experiment reported in this paper, participants were induced to experience uncertainty by having 

them write about either an experience of uncertainty or the experience of watching television. 

They then read one or two excerpts, one about the personnel policies of oil companies being 

unethical (labeled “immoral” in the article) and the other about the policies being ethical (labeled 

“moral” in the article). Even though the excerpts did not specifically discuss a conspiracy, one 

can expect that an actor described as immoral provides the ideal terrain for a conspiracy theory to 
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fill in the blanks. Thus, after reading the information about oil companies, participants were 

asked to answer three questions: “Do you believe that oil companies had a vested interest in the 

war in Iraq?”, “ Do you believe that oil companies helped to cause the war in Iraq?,”  and “To 

what extent do you believe that people who are associated with oil companies gave the order to 

start the war in Iraq?” Responses to these items had high internal consistency and were averaged 

as a measure of belief in conspiracy theories.  

 The hypothesis that guided van Prooijen and Jostmann’s (2013) first experiment was that 

states of uncertainty will lead to spontaneously believing in conspiracies for unethical (vs. 

ethical) actors even though no conspiratorial information was presented. However, in the absence 

of uncertainty, the researchers expected no difference between the unethical and ethical 

conditions. In this experiment, participants were more likely to deduce a conspiracy when an 

actor was perceived as generally unethical (vs. ethical), but this effect was only present when 

uncertainty was made accessible. 

 The results of Experiment 1 were reproduced in a second experiment with the same 

uncertainty manipulation but describing the government of an African city to be corrupt or law-

abiding. After this description, participants learned that a candidate for presidential elections 

opposed the government and had died in a car accident. Again, if people who feel uncertain 

construct a conspiracy theory as a way of reducing uncertainty, unethical actors should lead to 

greater endorsement of conspiratorial interpretations than ethical ones. As shown by the findings, 

this was in fact the case. 

More indirect evidence of the effect of uncertainty comes from research on the effects of 

ambivalence on endorsement of conspiracy beliefs. Van Harreveld, Rutjens, Schneider, Nohlen, 

& Keskinis (2014) manipulated ambivalence by asking research participants to describe an issue 
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or opinion that personally elicited ambivalence or unequivocal points of view. Participants then 

rated the degree to which work or financial outcomes described in a vignette were related to the 

actions of others. Findings indicated that the ambivalence manipulation indeed produced 

ambivalence as well as negative affect in relation to the ambivalence. Moreover, the unpleasant 

feelings associated with doubt in turn increased conspiracy beliefs. 

 Need to reduce uncertainty. Uncertainty alone would have little effect if humans could 

be content without certainty, and individuals certainly vary in their need to reduce uncertainty. 

Thus, not surprisingly, a number of studies has examined the relation between this individual 

difference and misconceptions. The need to reduce uncertainty is often measured with the 

Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale (Carleton, Norton, & Asmundson, 2007; Freeston, Rhéaume, 

Letarte, Dugas, & Ladouceur, 1994) with statements like  “I can't stand being taken by surprise” 

on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = not at all characteristic of me to 5 = entirely characteristic of me). 

Another popular measure is the Need for Cognitive Closure Scale (Roets & Van Hiel, 2011; 

Webster & Kruglanski, 1994), with statements such as “I dislike unpredictable situations” 

measured on a 6-point Likert-type scale (1= Strongly Disagree to 6 = Strongly Agree). The latter 

scale has a close relative, the Uncertainty Orientation Scale (Sorrentino & Short, 1986), which 

was apparently the result of a close collaboration by teams that eventually parted ways. Any of 

these measures could be predicted to show a positive association with conspiracy theories.  

 Contrary to expectations though, the scientific data have shown only tenuous support for 

a direct association between conspiracy theories and the need to reduce uncertainty. Recall that 

van Prooijen and Jostmann’s (2013) study included five measures of conspiracy theory 

endorsement. With this level of thoroughness, the study provides excellent data to determine the 

degree to which belief in conspiracy theories correlate with need for closure and intolerance of 
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uncertainty. However, the data were disappointing as only the association between the 

Conspiracy Mentality Questionnaire and the Intolerance for Uncertainty Scale was significant.  

 Weak associations between need for cognitive closure and conspiracy theory 

endorsement could be attributed to either a lack of true link between the two or to nonlinear 

associations. A likely candidate for such a nonlinear association is an interaction between need 

for cognitive closure, a chronic predisposition to make conspiratorial attributions, and available 

evidence at the time of making a judgment. Leman and Cinnirella (2013) investigated exactly 

this question by administering Swami et al.’s (2010) Belief in Conspiracy Theories Inventory as 

a measure of chronic conspiracy disposition and the Need for Closure Scale to college students 

in the United Kingdom. In addition, the authors presented ostensible evidence about a plane 

crash leading to five fatalities, one of whom was a political figure the opposition wanted to 

block. The evidence either did or did not imply a conspiracy.  

If need for cognitive closure is high, one would expect the audience to want to reach a 

definitive conclusion by using the available evidence. Thus, chronically high conspiracy 

endorsers who are also high in need for closure should be more likely to attribute the accident to 

the conspiracy than low endorsers. Furthermore, high-need for cognitive closure participants 

who received no evidence of cause for the crash and of suspicious travel-plan changes should 

assume that a conspiracy took place, whereas high-need for cognitive closure recipients of 

information that all parties had been satisfied that the crash was an accident should assume that 

an accident took place. However, people whose need for closure is low may be less quick to 

reach conclusions and may thus be unaffected by either the information that was supplied to 

them or their chronic conspiratorial thoughts. 
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The results from Leman and Cinnirella’s (2013) experiment conformed to expectations 

about chronic conspiracy endorsement. Overall, both habitually suspecting conspiracies and 

receiving information favoring a conspiracy increased the probability of participants suspecting 

foul play. However, need for cognitive closure moderated the influence of the chronic 

endorsement of conspiracy theories. People high in need for cognitive closure were more likely 

to make conspiracy attributions when they scored high (vs. low) on Belief in Conspiracy 

Theories Inventory (approximately Ms = 34 vs. 30 on a scale of 0-50). In contrast, people with 

low need for cognitive closure were insensitive to the information presented to them 

(approximately M = 28 in both cases). This study may thus suggest that need for closure makes 

people follow their habitual hunches to explain ambiguous information but has little effect when 

the information is compelling.  

In research conducted by Marchlewska, Cichocka, and Kossowska (2017), Polish 

participants underwent procedures similar to those used by Leman and Cinnirella’s (2013). In 

Experiment 1, participants read information about the arrival of refugees into Poland. Generally, 

need for closure correlated with the belief that the arrival of refugees was part of a conspiracy 

against Poland (r = .22). Furthermore, the effect of need for closure was stronger when 

participants were presented with an ostensible internet conversation suggesting that the refugee 

arrival was part of a conspiracy by the European Union to harm Poland. Importantly, these 

effects were replicated in a second experiment in which, similar to Leman and Cinnirella’s 

(2013) work, participants were exposed to information about a plane accident. 

Conspiracy Theories as a Form of Support for the Ego 

 A central motivation for believing in conspiracy theories within our conceptualization is 

the need to bolster the ego. This motivation entails defending the ego from unpleasant thoughts 
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about the self, such as avoiding perceptions that one is malevolent, deceptive, or incompetent. 

But strengthening the ego also involves ensuring the executive capacities that are necessary for 

successful action and management of the challenges of life. 

 Ego defense. Personality traits associated with schizotypal personality and paranoia 

dominated the literature on conspiracy theories for decades. From the point of view of 

psychodynamic theory, schizotypal personality is characterized by omnipotence, idealization, 

devaluation, denial, primitive projection or projective identification, and splitting. Schizotypal 

personality also involves autistic fantasy and an absence of repression (Perry, Presniak, & Olson, 

2013). These mechanisms allow individuals to believe that the self is all-powerful and to protect 

themselves from shame or fear by imagining that others have these thoughts and emotions. 

Through autistic fantasy, the self can be protected by imagining the world just as they would like 

it to be. When people with schizotypal personality lose contact with reality, delusions of 

persecution, unwarranted jealousy, or exaggerated self-importance are common. One can thus 

speculate that schizotypy and paranoia are the result of the same type of defense mechanisms. 

If paranoia is to be the cause of conspiracy theorizing, it is first necessary to demonstrate 

that the two factors are separate. In an excellent article of this question, Imhoff and Lamberty 

(2018) synthesized correlations between conspiracy theories and paranoia stemming from eleven 

studies. These correlations appear in Table 2 and are suggestive of separate constructs, which 

Imhoff and Lamberty confirmed via factor analyses in two additional primary studies. 

INSERT TABLE 2 

 In one of the studies included in Imhoff and Lamberty’s meta-analysis, Darwin et al. 

(2011) measured adherence to conspiracy theories with an ad-hoc questionnaire containing items 

like “There are specialized government services who attempt to harass UFO witnesses into 
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silence’’. They used the Paranormal Belief Scale (PBS: Tobacyk & Milford, 1983) to measure 

traditional religious belief, psi beliefs, witchcraft, superstition, spiritualism, extraordinary life 

forms and precognition. They also measured paranoid tendencies with the Paranoid Ideation 

Scale (Fenigstein & Vanable, 1992), which consists of 20 statements rated from 1 (not at all 

applicable to me) to 5 (extremely applicable to me) measuring thoughts that others want to harm 

the respondent. They also administered the Schizotypal Personality Questionnaire (SPQ), which 

includes 22 items and subscales for cognitive-perceptual deficits, interpersonal deficit, and 

disorganization. An inspection of these data in Table 3 suggests considerable shared variance 

between conspiracy theorizing and each of these scales, particularly parapsychology and 

paranoid ideation. Causal modeling analyses revealed that the best fitting model was one in 

which the overall schizotypy score influenced conspiracy theorizing, both directly and via 

mediating influences on paranoid ideation. This model, however, did not include the Paranormal 

Belief Scale. 

INSERT TABLE 3 

 Anxiety and support for action. The need to exercise control over one’s environment has 

been outlined as a key factor in conspiracy theory endorsement. The hypothesis of control states 

that people’s tendency to introduce purpose and order into their worlds stems from the need to 

exercise control and facilitates beliefs in conspiracy theories. Hofstadter (1966) pointed out that 

conspiracy beliefs help powerless or voiceless individuals to understand their disadvantaged 

social reality (see also Bale, 2007). Consistently, past findings indicate that the motivation to 

make sense of threatening events within a community increases belief in conspiracy theories 

(van Prooijen & van Dijk, 2014; see also van Prooijen & van Lange, 2014). Control applies to 

social threats but also to a general desire to retain control over any aspects of the world and has 
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led to research on meaning-making (Heine, Proulx, & Vohs, 2006; Park, 2010; van den Bos, 

2009) and compensatory control (Kay, Whitson, Gaucher, & Galinsky, 2009; Rutjens, van 

Harreveld, & van der Pligt, 2013). The more disturbing an event is, or the greater the loss of 

control, the more likely that people will endorse conspiratorial interpretations of the event  

(Mccauley & Jacques, 1979; Pipes, 1997; Robins & Post, 1997; Shermer, 2011; J. van Prooijen 

& van Dijk, 2014). 

Perceptions of personal control protect us from the disorienting randomness of our lives 

(Lerner, 1980). According to Kay et al., (2009), humans have an arsenal of compensatory 

psychological mechanisms to preserve a sense of order even when actual control is not possible 

(see also Axt, Landau, & Kay, this volume). A compensatory perceptual reorganization of the 

world as orderly seems a consequence of the experience of anxiety associated with decreases in 

control. To test this possibility, Whitson and Galinsky (2008) had research participants recall 

experiences of feeling out of control and crossed this manipulation with self-affirmation. Self-

Affirmation (Steele, 1988) is often achieved by recalling one’s important values and is expected 

to reduce anxiety and cognitive dissonance. Thus, in the case of activating the feelings associated 

with control challenges, self-affirmation should restore a sense of control. In this study, 

participants who were not self-affirmed had stronger beliefs in conspiratorial explanations than 

did those that recalled non-self-affirming material or nothing at all. In other words, reestablishing 

one’s self-confidence reduced anxiety and eliminated the need to see order in ambiguous events. 

One limitation with Whitson and Galinsky’s data is the lack of a baseline for the control 

manipulation. Fortunately, however, van Prooijen and Acker (2015) conducted a similar 

experiment in which participants wrote about a time when they had felt out of control, in control, 

or neither. Participants then read some information about the construction of a subway line in 
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Amsterdam and were asked questions about corruption in the construction contract. As in 

Whitson and Galinsky, participants with low control had stronger conspiracy beliefs than 

participants with high control.  Extending prior findings, baseline participants did not differ 

significantly from participants with low control but did differ from participants with high control. 

All in all, threats to control increase the tendency to introduce purpose, meaning, and order into 

the world at the expense of believing in conspiracies.  

Interestingly, van Prooijen and Acker (2015) also reanalyzed prior survey data about 

suspected Y2K conspiracies. The survey contained measures about the threat of the Y2K bug for 

the smooth functioning of computer systems around the world as well as a range of conspiracy 

beliefs about the Kennedy assassination and the cover-up of evidence for the existence of 

extraterrestrial life, among other conspiracies. The degree to which respondents felt threatened 

by Y2K correlated with their beliefs in various conspiracy theories that were completely 

unrelated to Y2K, suggesting that any perceived threat is likely to ignite conspiratorial 

explanations of events. Interestingly, a perceived Y2K threat was negatively correlated with the 

belief that a conspiracy surrounded the Y2K bug. This negative association may suggest that 

people who felt a greater threat were also better informed about the causes of Y2K. 

Alternatively, the obvious connection between the two measured could have led participants to 

alter their judgement about the conspiracy in an effort to correct for the influence of their 

emotions. 

A more general demonstration of associations between conspiracy theory endorsement 

and stress was provided in a correlational study by Swami and colleagues (2016). The 

researchers collected data from US adults who participated in Amazon Mechanical Turk. 

Participants filled out the Belief in Conspiracy Theories Inventory, as well as the Perceived 
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Stress Scale (Cohen, Kamarck, & Mermelstein, 1983), the List of Threatening Experiences 

Questionnaire (Brugha, Bebbington, Tennant, & Hurry, 1985), Form Y-1 of the State–Trait 

Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger, Gorsuch, Lushene, Vagg, & Jacobs, 1983) as a measure of state 

anxiety, Y-2 of the  State–Trait Anxiety Inventory  (Spielberger et al., 1983) as a measure of trait 

anxiety, and the Profile of Mood States (Shacham, 1983). Perceived stress, stressful life events, 

and trait anxiety correlated positively with conspiracy theory endorsement (rs = .10 to .29). 

One form of anxiety that has received attention in the literature has been insecure 

attachment. People with secure (vs. insecure) attachment seek instrumental and emotional 

support from others (Florian, Mikulincer, & Taubman, 1995; Larose, Bernier, Soucy, & 

Duchesne, 1999). People with insecure attachment may avoid (avoidant attachment) or intensely 

seek proximity with others. Anxious individuals tend to exaggerate the threats they encounter as 

a form of gaining support from others and are hypervigilant in interpersonal domains (Cassidy & 

Berlin, 1994; Cassidy & Kobak, 1988; Mikulincer, Shaver, & Pereg, 2003). Green and Douglas 

(2018) investigated the possibility that the hypervigilance associated with anxious attachment 

may be associated with conspiracy theories as an attempt to reduce anxiety (Douglas, Sutton, & 

Cichocka, 2017). To test this hypothesis, Green and Douglas administered questionnaires 

measuring beliefs in conspiracy theories and in the general tendency for powerful groups to 

conspire, as well as attachment. As predicted, anxious attachment predicted conspiratorial 

thinking even after controlling other interpersonal and political variables.  

The effects of reduced control, anxiety, stress, and attachment style on conspiracy 

theories are likely to not only be unpleasant but also problematic for the enactment of action. In 

fact, cognitive dissonance has been proposed to exert effects not because of the experience of 

anxiety but because of the action disruption produced by those feelings (Harmon-Jones, Harmon-
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Jones, & Levy, 2015). As beliefs and attitudes automatically promote actions, conflict arises if 

those beliefs and attitudes have opposing implications. Thus, sustaining actions in a relatively 

orderly way is likely to be the factor that underlies many of the findings associated with 

reductions in perceived control. 

Self-esteem and narcissism. Self-esteem maintenance has been argued to be at the basis 

of conspiracy theories, assuming that explanations and seeing the negatives outside of the self is 

comforting (Robins & Post, 1997). A number of studies have measured self-esteem and 

correlated it with measures of conspiracy theories. In a study conducted in the UK and Austria 

(Swami et al., 2011), for example, participants completed measures of conspiracy theory and 

self-esteem. Belief in a 7/7 conspiracy and a general conspiracy theory inventory correlated with 

self-esteem r = -.16 and -.20, supporting the hypothesis that people with low self-esteem endorse 

conspiratorial ideas more than people with high self-esteem, which replicated in a second study 

with a fictitious conspiracy theory as well as in other research (Galliford & Furnham, 2017). This 

seemingly robust finding, however, has two possible explanations. On the one hand, low self-

esteem may increase these beliefs as an attempt to improve positive feelings about the self. On 

the other, low self-esteem may simply color people’s views of the world in a negative way. 

Research conducted by Cichocka, Marchlewska, De, and Olechowski (2016) illuminated 

the processes by which self-esteem influences conspiratorial ideas. Even though the zero-order 

correlations between self-esteem and conspiracy theories were not statistically significant, self-

esteem predicted belief in them when controlling for narcissism. Interestingly, however, 

narcissism had a consistent positive association with conspiracy theories. Specifically, narcissists 

are more likely than non-narcissists to see themselves as envied and conspired against by others, 

a paranoia that in turn predicts beliefs in conspiracy theories.  
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The three studies reported by Cichocka et al. (2016) supported the idea that narcissism 

correlated positively with conspiracy theories (e.g., r = .25 in Study 2) and paranoia (e.g., r = .18 

in Study 2), and that some of the influence of narcissism on conspiracy theories is mediated by 

paranoia. In contrast, low self-esteem is associated with lower paranoia, possibly because seeing 

oneself as the center of a conspiracy requires perceiving that one is valuable. Moreover, self-

esteem correlated with esteem for humanity, implying that a person’s self-value predicts general 

positivity towards others. 

All of the research on self-esteem and narcissism is naturally correlational but the related 

variable of need for uniqueness has been varied using experimental procedures. Need for 

uniqueness is the desire to be different from others and stand out for unique characteristics and 

ideas (Lynn & Snyder, 2002). Conspiracy theories are ideal markers of uniqueness because they 

are relatively unconventional and suggest access to privileged knowledge (Lantian, Muller, 

Nurra, & Douglas, 2017). Participants who wrote about a past instance of individuality, as 

opposed to conformity, reported stronger conspiratorial interpretations of an accident (Lantian et 

al., 2017). In this light, it seems possible that the positive association between narcissism and 

conspiracy theories is also due to many narcissists’ tendency to see themselves as intellectually 

superior and thus better able to perceive difficult-to-detect plots (for research in the area of 

collective narcissism, see Golec de Zavala & Federico, 2018). 

Conspiracy Theories as a Form of Social Integration 

Conspiracy theories are a social phenomenon, whereas paranoia comprises individual 

ideas. As other social phenomena then, we should consider the social motives that strengthen 

conspiratorial thought, many of which have been investigated in the literature. Of course, many 
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of the social factors implicated in conspiracy theories are political, but the effects of isolation and 

exclusion are generally related to the need to be integrated socially in informal networks.  

Isolation and social exclusion have been prime explanatory variables in the study of 

conspiracy theories but the evidence is not without ambiguities. On the one hand, isolation and 

social exclusion appears to strengthen beliefs in conspiracy theories by increasing anxiety and 

need to simplify the world. Graeupner and Coman (2017) investigated this possibility in two 

studies, one correlational and the other experimental. The correlation between feelings of 

exclusion and endorsement of conspiracy theories was r = .19. On the other hand, connections 

and concern with groups can increase consideration of such social threats as those depicted in 

conspiracy theories. In fact, Graeupner and Coman’s second study showed that being ostensibly 

selected as a partner for an experimental task (the manipulation of exclusion) led to higher 

conspiratorial attributions than not being selected, an effect equal to r = .25.  

Discussion 

The review presented in this chapter suggests that the scholarship on how arguments 

acquire plausibility and unfalsifiability is nascent and that research attention is warranted. In 

particular, the literature is populated with studies based on college students and 

nonrepresentative samples. Moreover, research has not paid sufficient attention to the degree to 

which social media and other digital technologies contribute to the dissemination of conspiracy 

theories and other pernicious forms of fake news. In the future, more diverse national samples 

and research different technologies should shed further light on the post-truth era in which we 

live. 

In this chapter, I proposed that conspiracy theories are a fascinating case of an argument 

that is predicated on the basis of both verifiability and unverifiability. These two poles connect 
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conspiracy theories with all fundamental human needs: the need for knowledge, the need for ego 

defense, and the need for social integration. In so doing, conspiracy theories provide a 

pseudoreality that is plausible or nearly scientific but retains the mystery of cover ups.  This 

marriage makes these beliefs quite enduring and challenging to correct. 
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Table 1 

Features of Vaccine Relevant Tweets 

Feature MMR Vaccine 

N = 857 

HPV Vaccine 

N = 737 

 
Anti Pro Anti Pro 

Scientific Content 16% 18% 14% 16% 

Denouncing a 

Cover-Up 

18% 0% 8% 0% 

Table 2 

Correlations between Conspiracy Theories and Paranoia (Adapted from Imhoff & Lamberty, 

2018) 

Study r 

  

Barron et al. (2014) 0.24 

Brotherton & Eser (2015) 0.52 

Bruder et al. (2013), Study 2 0.45 

Bruder et al. (2013), Study 3 0.5 

Cichocka, Marchlewska, & Golec de Zavala (2016) 0.37 

Darwin, Neave, & Holmes (2011) 0.47 

Grzesiak-Feldman & Ejsmont (2008) 0.62 

Grzesiak-Feldman (2015) 0.3 

Wilson & Rose (2014), Study 1 0.27 

Wilson & Rose (2014), Study 2 0.27 

Wilson & Rose (2014), Study 3 0.29 

Wilson & Rose (2014), Study 4 0.3 
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Table 3 

Correlations between Conspiracy Beliefs, Religious Beliefs, Various Paranormal Beliefs and 

Abnormal Perceptions 

 

Conspiracy Score 

(N = 120) 

Religious belief   .26* 

PSI (Parapsychology)  .53**  

Witchcraft   .40**  

Spiritualism   .43**  

Superstition   .22*  

Extraordinary life forms  .30*  

Precognition   .22** 

Total paranormal belief score   .47**  

Paranoid ideation   .47**  

Cognitive-perceptual deficits   .31**  

Interpersonal deficit   .19* 

Disorganization   .27*  

Total schizotypy score .34** 
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Figure 1. The Verifiability Continuum and Human Motivations. 


